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Abstract

Cross-lingual data linking is the problem of establishing links between re-
sources, such as places, services, or movies, which are described in different
languages. In cross-lingual data linking it is often the case that very short
descriptions have to be matched, which makes the problem even more chal-
lenging. This work presents a method named TRanslation-based Explicit
Semantic Analysis (tr-esa) to represent and match short textual descrip-
tions available in different languages. tr-esa translates short descriptions in
any given language into a pivot language by exploiting a machine translation
tool. Then, it generates a Wikipedia-based representation of the translated
text by using the Explicit Semantic Analysis technique. The resulting repre-
sentations are used to match short descriptions in different languages. The
method is incorporated in CroSeR (Cross-lingual Service Retrieval), an in-
teractive data linking tool that recommends potential matches to users. We
compared results coming from an in-vitro evaluation on a gold standard
consisting of five datasets in different languages, with an in-vivo experiment
that involved human experts supported by CroSeR. The in-vivo evaluation
confirmed the results of the in-vitro evaluation and the overall effectiveness
of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction and Motivations

The Linked Data paradigm has been proposed to publish structured data
on the web in a way that data can be easily consumed by third-party ap-
plications [18]. Several tools can be used to transform data into Resource
Description Framework (rdf)1, a format compliant to the Linked Data prin-
ciples. However, publishing an rdf dataset on the web is not sufficient to
realize the vision of linked data. To interconnect two datasets, a data linking
task has to be performed. The task consists in discovering and representing
links between resources described in two datasets. These resources are usu-
ally instances in a knowledge base such as persons, places, movies, services,
and so on. Links specify relations between resources using an unambiguous
semantics. For example, the owl:sameAs

2 property represents a link between
two resources that denote a same real-world entity; the skos:narrowMatch

and skos:broadMatch properties, defined in the skos

3 vocabulary, represent
the relations between two resources such that the first one is more general
than the second one and viceversa, respectively. Cross-lingual data linking
is defined as the problem of establishing links between resources described
in different languages. It is emerging as a new research topic because of
the rapid growth of the multilingual web of data [16, 36]. As of November
2015, more than 1,000,000 Open Government Datasets have been published
online by national and local governments from more than 40 countries in
24 different languages4. Cross-lingual data linking tasks, which are com-
plicated because of language and socio-cultural barriers (e.g., two resources
may describe services that can be considered equivalent in their respective
countries, but they are not exactly the same service), are even more difficult
when resources in the two datasets are associated with limited descriptions,
e.g., consisting of few words only.

Linking resources described with a small number of words is a hard task
because only few words can be used to discover potential matches, intro-
ducing a coverage problem: only a small number of links can be found with
the help of automatic matching methods. Machine translation tools can be
used to bridge the language gap so as to deal with many different languages
in a scalable way [26, 27]. However, plain translation of descriptions does
not mitigate the coverage problem, making word-based similarity measures

1http://www.w3.org/RDF/
2http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
3http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/
4http://logd.tw.rpi.edu/iogds_data_analytics
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(proposed where richer descriptions are available) ineffective in this context.
The main contribution of this paper is the proposal of a matching func-

tion for the cross-lingual data linking between resources with poor textual
descriptions. The effectiveness of the proposed matching function and of
the interactive data linking approach is evaluated using in-vitro and in-vivo
experiments which aim to answer to the following research questions:

1. R1: Is it possible to combine in a unique approach the capability to
deal with several languages in a scalable way with the capability to
enrich input descriptions so as to solve the coverage problem?

2. R2: Is it possible to improve the coverage of a cross-lingual matching
function by preserving performance in terms of ranking quality?

3. R3: Is a coverage-oriented matching function able to solve a real-world
cross-lingual data linking task?

To answer to question R1, we propose an unsupervised cross-lingual
matching function that combines machine translation and semantic enrich-
ment of textual descriptions. Short textual descriptions in languages other
than English are automatically translated into English and enriched using
Wikipedia. These enriched descriptions are used to compute the similar-
ity between resources. In particular, we describe in detail an enrichment
method that exploits the Explicit Semantic Analysis (esa) technique [14]
to build representations consisting of vectors of Wikipedia concepts. The
application of esa to translated descriptions, referred as TRanslation-based
Explicit Semantic Analysis (tr-esa) in the rest of the paper, introduces a
novel cross-lingual matching function explicitly targeted to maximise cover-
age. An in-vitro experiment conducted on six different languages evaluate
different matching functions based on machine translation by considering
the lists of ranked results that they return for a set of input resources. Ex-
periments show that tr-esa achieves much better coverage, measured by
Hit Rate [8], than matching functions that either do not enrich the descrip-
tions or perform the enrichment steps by means of different state-of-the-art
methods.

To answer to question R2, we also evaluate (in the in-vitro experiment)
accuracy and ranking quality of the matching functions based on machine
translation using two well-known measures: accuracy@n and Mean Recip-
rocal Rank [52]. Experiments show that tr-esa achieves higher accuracy
(for every language and for every n > 1) than any other matching function
because it can retrieve correct links for a much larger number of resources.
While increased accuracy and coverage come at the price of lower ranking
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quality, correct links retrieved by tr-esa fall on average between the fourth
and fifth position. In other words, experiments suggest that, in difficult
cross-lingual matching tasks, a matching function that significantly increases
coverage may achieve better accuracy with limited loss in terms of ranking
quality.

To answer to question R3, we integrated tr-esa in an interactive linking
tool. The tool is a web application that recommends a ranked list of potential
matches, given an input resource. Users can browse the list of recommended
matches and establish a link by choosing among three different relations, i.e.,
owl:sameAs, skos:broadMatch, skos:narrowMatch. In an in-vivo experiment,
we asked to 15 domain experts to use our tool to perform a new cross-
data linking task between two datasets consisting respectively of 750 services
described in Italian and 1435 services described in English. With the help of
the tool, users have been able to discover and establish links for 452 Italian
services.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes tr-

esa and the methodology used to obtain Wikipedia-based representations of
short textual descriptions. Section 3 describes our link discovery approach.
Section 4 presents CroSeR, the system that implements our approach. In
Section 5, experimental results are presented and, in Section 6, we compare
our work with previous work on cross-lingual matching carried out in differ-
ent research fields. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss conclusions and future
work.

2. A Semantic Matching Function for Short Textual Descriptions

Matching two or more texts is essential for several artificial-intelligence
tasks, such as classification, clustering, filtering, and retrieval. Text matching
can be implemented as simple string matching, which analyzes the lexical
overlap between two texts, or can take into account also their semantics.

In this section, we present a semantic-based matching function able to
deal with short textual content in different languages. The data linking
strategy adopted in the paper is based on this matching function, whose goal
is to enrich short textual content. This function is at the same time, language
agnostic, and thus potentially exploitable for any language. Shortness of the
text and multilinguality are two characteristics that make the matching task
more challenging.

In order to cope with shortness of the text, we exploited Explicit Se-
mantic Analysis (esa) [14], which allows to represents terms and documents
using Wikipedia concepts. In order to cope with multilinguality, esa has
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Figure 1: (a) The esa-matrix; (b) an example of semantic interpretation vectors

been properly modified to handle short texts written in any language. For
this purpose, we defined a translation-based version of esa (tr-esa) that
extends the application of the technique to any language for which a machine
translation tool is available.
2.1. Explicit Semantic Analysis

Esa uses Wikipedia as a space of semantic concepts explicitly defined
and described by humans. Formally, given the space of Wikipedia concepts
C = {c1, c2, ..., ck}, a term ti can be represented by its semantic interpreta-
tion vector vi =< wi1, wi2, ..., wik >, where wij denotes the strength of the
association between ti and cj , with 1  j  k. Weights are computed and
stored into a matrix T , called esa-matrix, in which each of the k columns cor-
responds to a concept, and each row corresponds to a term of the Wikipedia
vocabulary (i.e., the set of distinct terms in the corpus of all Wikipedia arti-
cles). The item T [i, j] contains wij , the tf-idf value of term ti in the article
(concept) cj . Therefore, the semantic interpretation vector for a given term
is the corresponding row vector in the esa-matrix (Figure 1a). As an ex-
ample, the meaning of the term unemployment can be described by a list
of concepts (the semantic interpretation vector) it refers to, the Wikipedia
articles for: job interview, employment agency, .... The semantic interpre-
tation vector for a text fragment f (i.e. a sentence, a document, a resource
description) is obtained by computing the centroid (average vector) of the
semantic interpretation vectors associated with terms occurring in f .

The motivation behind the decision of using esa in our matching function
is twofold:

• esa is able to perform a sort of word sense disambiguation (wsd) based
on the semantics explicitly associated to the target term by humans
[14];

• esa is able to generate new knowledge in terms of the Wikipedia con-
cepts most related to the input text fragment; this process is also
referred to as feature generation.
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Figure 2: Example of cl-esa (a) and tr-esa (b) with two languages

We expect that these two characteristics can be particularly useful in a cross-
lingual matching scenario, when the textual descriptions to match can be the
output of - possibly imprecise - machine translation services.

Let us consider an example with the short resource description bank ac-
count. The term bank is a polysemous word, with meanings related to fi-
nance, geography, computing, etc. If we extract the semantic interpretation
vector (Figure 1b) for bank=hThe bank (1915 film) (0.50), Memory bank
(0.49), ..., Bank account (0.47), ...i and account=hBank account (0.75), Sav-
ings account (0.70), ..., Cynthia Cooper (accountant)(0.08), ...i, then the
computation of their centroid vector results in the semantic interpretation
vector for bank account : hBank Account (0.61), Savings Account (0.35), ...i.
It is worth noting that the most related concept in that specific context
occurs in the first position, thus realizing a form of wsd. Concerning the
second motivation behind the adoption of esa, we can consider the resource
description Home Schooling. Esa generates the following centroid vector:
hHome (0.67), School (0.55), Education (0.48), Family (0.35), ...i. The vec-
tor adds new knowledge that does not explicitly appear in the input text,
thus realizing a form of semantic enrichment of the short textual description.

2.2. TR-ESA: a new cross-lingual version of Explicit Semantic Analysis
The first adaptation of esa to cross-lingual scenarios has been proposed

by Sorg and Cimiano [50], who named their approach Cross-Lingual Explicit
Semantic Analysis (cl-esa). The main idea behind cl-esa is the same one
behind the esa model. However, this model is able to generate a uniform
Wikipedia-based representation for texts in different languages. Given an
input text, the semantic interpretation vector is built, similarly to esa. The
main difference is that the space C is defined as the intersection between the
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sets of concepts of the different Wikipedia versions the system deals with.
More formally, Ccl�esa = Cl1\Cl2\...\Cln , where Cli is the set of Wikipedia
concepts for the language li. Therefore, for each language li the esa-matrix
has to be built (Figure 2a). Since the set Ccl�esa is the intersection between
the concepts in different Wikipedia versions, the cardinality of the smallest
Cli is the upper bound of the cardinality of Ccl�esa. Accordingly, in the
case the system handles languages with a poor Wikipedia version, the small
cardinality of Ccl�esa may represent a weakness for the feature generation
process. For this reason, when at first we decided to exploit cl-esa in our
system for a language for which Wikipedia has limited coverage, we clashed
with very disappointing results.

In order to overcome these limitations we based our matching function
on a new original variant of esa that we named TRanslation-based Explicit
Semantic Analysis (tr-esa). tr-esa implements the esa model with a
translation step performed prior to the feature generation process (Figure
2b). tr-esa has the advantage of building only one esa-matrix (from the
most accurate language - i.e. English), since the input text is preliminarily
translated in the same language of the matrix. The idea behind tr-esa is
quite simple, nonetheless we show that is effective for cross-lingual tasks.
First, an esa-matrix is built for English, the language for which the richest
Wikipedia version is available. A text in any language for which a machine
translation tool is available is translated into English. Then, the translated
text is enriched by using the English esa-matrix. In this way, it is possible to
perform the feature generation process for any language for which a machine
translation tool is available and/or an accurate Wikipedia version is not
available.

tr-esa is not affected by the completeness of the Wikipedia versions
of the languages the system deals with. Indeed, tr-esa generally uses the
richest Wikipedia version, that is to say, the English one.

After the feature generation step, in order to compute the similarity
between two texts we represent them by vectors in a multidimensional space
in which each dimension is a Wikipedia concept. Formally, each resource is
represented as a vector ~r =< w1, . . . , wn >, where wk is the tf-idf value
of the Wikipedia concept k. It is also possible to exploit other weighting
schemas, such as the simpler boolean vector. Finally, the similarity between
two resources (vectors) s and s’ is computed in terms of cosine similarity,
which measures the cosine of the angle between the two vectors as follows:

cosSim(s, s0) =

Pn
i=1 si ⇤ s0ipPn

i=1(si)
2 ⇤

pPn
i=1(s

0
i)
2

(1)
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3. Interactive Cross-Lingual Data Linking

tr-esa is used as a feature generation and matching method in the
interactive approach to cross-lingual data linking [16, 26, 27] proposed in
the paper.

Definition 1. (Cross-lingual data linking) Let S and T be two sets of re-
sources, called source (S) and target (T) dataset, described in two different
languages L1 and L2 respectively. Let R be set of relations between resources
in S and T . A cross-lingual data linking task can be defined as a partial
function l : S ⇥ T ! R, defined as follows:

l(si, tj) = rw, (2)

where:

• si 2 S is a resource described in S;

• tj 2 T is a resource described in T ;

• rw 2 R is a relation occurring between si and tj.

Given two datasets describing respectively n and m resources, a manual
approach to link the two datasets would require n ⇤ m comparisons, which
makes manual linking of data often unfeasible even for datasets of medium
size (e.g., with hundreds of resources). Conversely, an interactive data linking
approach would help users by reducing the number of comparisons they have
to perform in order to establish links.

More precisely, given a resource si, an interactive data linking system
helps users to reduce the target set T to a subset of resources Tsi which
are estimated as candidate matches with respect to one or more relations
in R. Therefore, the user can avoid the burden to scan the whole set T for
finding the right resource to be connected to si, by limiting the analysis to
the subset Tsi (much smaller than T ) of the most promising resources. This
reduction is performed by computing a semantic similarity score between si

and all the resources in T so as to present a ranked list of candidate matches
to the user. Users can exploit the returned list in order to validate the links
between the source si and the candidate target resources in Tsi .

Concerning the set of relations R, the relation most frequently used in
data linking is owl:sameAs, which establishes that two resources denote the
same real-world object. However, it has been observed that owl:sameAs
has often been used with different meanings, or even misused, in linked
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data [17]. One problem to consider when linking instances is that they may
represent strongly related objects, described at different levels of granular-
ity [24], which can be considered the same under certain perspectives. For
example, one resource may denote a localized version of a movie, e.g., the
distribution of a movie for the Italian market, which is dubbed in Italian,
while another resource denotes the master representation of the movie.

These observations lead us to consider in particular two further relations
taken from the skos vocabulary [31]: skos:broadMatch and skos:narrowMatch.
These relations establish links between two resource descriptions (skos con-
cepts are reified as ontology instances) such that the first one is more spe-
cific or more general, respectively, than the second one. The three rela-
tions - owl:sameAs, skos:broadMatch, skos:narrowMatch - cover the spec-
trum of possible relations (equivalent, more specific, more general) between
resources possibly described at different levels of abstractions. The relations
skos:broadMatch and skos:narrowMatch are specifically introduced in skos

to represent matches between elements of different knowledge systems and
are domain-independent. Of course, these relations can be specialized in a
given domain. However, at present, we preferred properties of widely adopted
vocabularies, such as owl and skos, to domain specific or linguistic-based
properties, with the goal of maximizing interoperability even at the price of
using a generic terminology.

Figure 3: General architecture of the cross-lingual link discovery system
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The general architecture of the system supporting the interactive cross-
lingual data linking approach based on tr-esa is depicted in Figure 3. Our
approach is based on the hypothesis that semantic annotations of resource
descriptions can support the linking task in an effective way, even when the
resources are poorly described in a not uniform way. Experimental results
discussed in Section 5.1 will confirm this hypothesis. The system consists
of two main components: the Content Analyzer and the Retriever. The
Content Analyzer processes the resource descriptions and builds a semantic
annotation for each resource by exploiting TR-ESA; the Retriever generates
a set of resources that could be linked to an input resource by a relation
r 2 R by exploiting the Lucene5 index managed by the Indexer. The user
interacts with the system through the Web GUI.

Content Analyzer. Resources described in different languages are the
input to the Content Analyzer. Before generating a Wikipedia-based repre-
sentation, a machine translation process, powered by Bing6, is performed.
More specifically, each resource description is translated into English. Sub-
sequently, translated descriptions are used by another component called tr-

esa that is able to generate an esa-based representation of the resources.
Therefore, for each resource s, a set of Wikipedia concepts Ws semantically
related to the resource description is generated; we call this set Ws Wikipedia-
based annotation of s. Wikipedia-based representations are then indexed by
exploiting the Indexer component.

Wikipedia-based annotations aim to capture the main topics related to a
resource. Furthermore, the annotation of a resource with a set of Wikipedia
concepts could represent an additional link between the resource and the
Linked Open Data cloud by using a connection hub like DBpedia.

Retriever. Indexed resources are represented by using the Vector Space
Model (vsm). A multidimensional space in which each dimension is a Wikipe-
dia concept is thus built. Accordingly, a resource is a point in that space.
The Retriever computes the cosine similarity between a vector representing
the source item and a vector representing the target item, and generates a
ranked list of resources related to the source item.

4. CroSeR for Cross-lingual Linking of E-gov Services

The cross-lingual link discovery approach described in Section 3 was
implemented in a system named CroSeR (Cross-lingual Service Retrieval).

5https://lucene.apache.org/
6http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/translator/
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CroSeR supports users in the specific task of linking e-gov services described
in different languages. In this domain, S represents the source service cata-
log, T is the target service catalog, and R is the set of relations defined as
R = {owl:sameAs, skos:narrowMatch, skos:broadMatch}. The target service
T is the European Local Government Service List (lgsl).

Lgsl, as part of the Electronic Service Delivery (esd)-toolkit website7, is
one of the main interesting results of the SmartCities project8. The SmartC-
ities project involves seven countries of the North Sea region: England,
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Scotland, Sweden, and Norway. Each coun-
try is responsible to build and maintain its list of public services delivered to
the citizens, and all those services are interlinked to the services delivered by
other countries. In addition, lgsl is already linked to the lod cloud. The
goal of lgsl is to build standard lists that define the semantics of public
sector services. Services in lgsl describe abstract functionalities of services
that are concretely offered by a number of providers at a local level. A
lgsl service such as Homelessness support represents a category of services,
rather than an individual service. However, following an approach also used
by other e-gov service representation models, these categories are represented
in a knowledge base as instances and can be referred to as abstract services
[42]. For this reason, two services that are considered equivalent by domain
experts and that belong to different catalogs in different languages are linked
through a owl:sameAs link.

Even if the service catalogs in the esd-toolkit have been linked using the
owl:sameAs relation (established by human experts), several linked services
may still represent services described at different levels of abstraction. For
example, in lgsl the Dutch service Kwijtschelding belastingen (Remission
of tax in English) has been linked to the (certainly more specific) service
Council tax discount. This kind of mistakes may be motivated by the need
to make easy the data linking tasks for the human experts, who were not sup-
ported by a tool like CroSeR when they had to manually link their catalogs
to the lgsl (which consists of 1,435 distinct services).

The aim of CroSeR is therefore to support the discovery of links between
a new e-gov service catalog and lgsl, according to the semantics adopted
in the esd-toolkit. Automatic cross-lingual matching methods, which can
reduce the effort needed to manually link these catalogs, have to deal with
the poor quality of the service descriptions. Services are represented by

7http://www.esd.org.uk
8http://www.smartcities.info/
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Figure 4: Examples of linked services in the lgsl. The machine translation into
English powered by Bing is reported in italic.

minimal descriptions that often consist of the name of the service and very
few data.

4.1. Local Government Service List and Linked Open Data

By looking at the examples of links established by domain experts to the
lgsl catalog shown in Figure 4, we can see that the labels associated with
linked services are not a mere translation from a language to another. As
an example, the Belgian service Basisonderwijs (literally translated as Basic
Education) and the Dutch service Leerplicht (literally translated as Compul-
sory Schooling) have been manually linked to the English service Primary
school places by domain experts. Therefore, the automatic matching of the
text labels associated to services is not a trivial task, which shows how a
semantic matching approach like tr-esa can be beneficial to cross-lingual
data linking.

4.2. CroSeR@work

In a typical use case, the user first uploads the service catalog - a set of
services in a structured form - into the system (this functionality is disabled
in the demo version available online9). After that, the catalog is semantically

9http://dacena.disco.unimib.it:8080/croser/
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Figure 5: Selection of the number of candidate services

analyzed and indexed. The user is now able to explore the catalog by scrolling
the whole list of services or by performing a keyword-based search.

Next, the user selects a source service from the catalog and CroSeR re-
trieves a list of candidate target services from lgsl that are potentially link-
able by a skos:narrowMatch, skos:broadMatch, owl:sameas predicate. The
number of candidate services to retrieve can be configured by the user (Fig-
ure 5).

Finally, users can switch on the feedback mode of CroSeR (registration
and login are required), thus the system stores the relation between the
source service and the lgsl service after selecting a candidate service from
the retrieved list.

The matching can be also performed by a simple keyword-based search.
Keyword-based matching turns out to be particularly useful when the user
encountered a service that is eligible for a relation with the current source
service, but that service is not suggested in the first positions by CroSeR.

CroSeR currently supports seven languages: English, Italian, Dutch, Bel-
gian, German, Swedish, and Norwegian. However, it can be easily extended
to other languages by configuring the Bing translation services.

Finally, some services in the list of candidate services are marked by
a check. These services have been manually linked by human experts and
represent the gold standard that we used in our in-vitro experiments (see
Section 5.1). The user can compare the suggestions generated by the system
with the human annotations. CroSeR can also support users in revising
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already existing links10.

5. Experimental Evaluation

We carried out two experimental sessions: an in-vitro experiment useful
to detect the best system configuration, and an in-vivo experiment in which
CroSeR was exploited for helping human experts to link an Italian catalog
of e-gov services to the lgsl.

We tested our approach in the e-gov domain for different reasons:
- First, linking public services descriptions is a real-world problem of

interest for many governments involved in Open Data initiatives. Linking
public services is an objective of the European Community to support the
integration of services across countries11 and an increasing number of ini-
tiatives for publishing and interlinking data about public services have been
undertaken. In this context, lgsl has been created and published as Linked
Open Data. In another Italian project, named smart, a public service list
has been created and published as Linked Open Data so as to support a
variety of applications, from personalization of service compositions [1] to
strategic planning [42].

- Second, in the SmartCities project, domain experts manually linked ser-
vices described in different languages to services described in English (i.e.,
lgsl). These links have been used as a gold standard to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our matching methods on a variety of languages (Dutch, Belgian,
German, Swedish, and Norwegian) and datasets12. In addition, in the con-
text of the smart project, we conducted an in-vivo experiments by having
domain experts using the CroSeR application to establish new links from a
large Italian service catalog to the lgsl catalog. Indeed, our methodology
was exploited to support human experts to link the Italian Public Adminis-
tration Services (ipas) catalog of e-gov services to lgsl.

- Third, e-gov service descriptions encompasses several domain specific
vocabularies (e.g., education, culture, transport, sport, etc.). This aspect
gives generality to the experimental evaluation.

10A demo video of CroSeR is available at
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c4uxhy7p23cahus/Croser demo.mp4?dl=0

11http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/towards-cloud-public-services
12We observe that the authors of this paper did not take any part in this project or in

the linking tasks performed therein. The gold standards used in the experiments discussed
in this paper have been independently created by third parties prior to this work.
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From a preliminary analysis, we have noticed that the ipas and the lgsl

catalogs contain services described at different levels of abstraction, as other
catalogs already linked in the esd-toolkit. This confirmed the intuition that,
during the user study, the user should have been allowed to define also re-
lations different from the owl:sameAs statement as defined in esd, namely
skos:narrowMatch, and skos:broadMatch. In this way we could evaluate the
capability of the system also in suggesting candidate services for different
kinds of relations.

5.1. Session 1: in-vitro experiment

The in-vitro evaluation is carried out on five catalogs already linked to
the lgsl, used as gold standards. Links between services belonging to dif-
ferent catalogs are in terms of owl:sameAs statements established by human
experts. The goals of this experiment are: (1) to compare the effectiveness
of different service representations, (2) to evaluate the capability of the sys-
tem in boosting the correct service in the first positions of the ranked list,
(3) to evaluate the capability of the system to face the coverage problem (as
defined in Section 1). The first goal is evaluated by means of the accuracy@n
metric, the second goal by means of the Mean Reciprocal Rank metric, and
the third goal by means of the Hit Rate. More details are reported in the
next section.

5.1.1. Design and datasets
The five gold standards used in this session consist of owl:sameAs links

between the Dutch, German, Belgian, Swedish, and Norwegian service cat-
alogs and the English catalog, i.e., lgsl. These six datasets and the links
are extracted from the esd-toolkit catalogues freely available online13. The
catalogues have been created independently by public bodies in the respec-
tive countries and then manually linked. The authors of this paper have
not taken any part neither in the creation of the catalogs nor in the linking
process. Each catalog contains a different number of services, each of which
associated with a label of variable length. Some statistics are shown in Table
1. It is worth noting that, even if Dutch and Belgian services are represented
in the same language (i.e, Dutch), services often have different labels. For
example, the English service Primary school places has the label Leerplicht
in the Dutch catalog, whereas it has the label Basisonderwijs in the Belgian
one.

13http://standards.esd-toolkit.eu/EuOverview.aspx
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Table 1: Dataset distribution

Language # average
services length

English (EN) 1435 3.24
Belgian (BE) 341 1.94
German (DE) 190 2.87
Dutch (NL) 225 2.63

Norwegian (NO) 165 2.98
Swedish (SV) 66 2.59

2.71

We indexed every catalogue used in the experimental evaluation (English,
Dutch, German, Belgian, Swedish, and Norwegian). For each service, we
extracted, translated and represented its textual label in terms of Wikipedia
concepts using tr-esa.

The labels have an average length of about three words.
To evaluate our approach we compare performance against several al-

ternative lexical matching methods that can easily scale to handle a large
number of languages because they are based on machine translation. In
every method, original descriptions are first translated using the Bing apis
into English. It is worth to note that we exploited Bing since its translation
service is available for free. In our experiment we compare the performance
of tr-esa (see Section 2), with the performance of

1. a baseline method that does not provide any semantic analysis step;
2. several alternative methods that, by leveraging state-of-the-art entity

linking tools, produce Wikipedia-based representations, thus perform-
ing a sort of semantic analysis.

The baseline method considered in our experiment is keyword-based
matching. For a keyword-based representation, only stemming and stop-
word elimination are performed on the text.

Alternative methods used in our experiments exploit Wikipedia-based
representations extracted using Wikipedia Miner, Tagme, DBpedia Spot-
light, Babelfy. All these methods perform a disambiguation process in order
to assign the correct Wikipedia concepts to the input text. We report a brief
description of each system.

Wikipedia Miner. Wikipedia Miner is a tool for automatically cross-
referencing documents with Wikipedia [32]. The software is trained on
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Wikipedia articles, and thus learns to disambiguate and detect links in the
same way as Wikipedia editors [12].

Tagme. Tagme is a system that performs accurate and on-the-fly se-
mantic annotation of short texts via Wikipedia as knowledge base [13]. The
annotation process is composed of two main phases: the anchor disambigua-
tion and the anchor pruning. This process takes into account the probability
of the anchor text to be used as link in Wikipedia and the coherence between
the candidate page and the candidate pages of other anchors in the text.

DBpedia Spotlight. DBpedia Spotlight [30] was designed with the
explicit goal of connecting unstructured text to the lod cloud by using
DBpedia as hub. Also in this case, the output is a set of Wikipedia articles
related to a text retrieved by following the uri of the DBpedia instances.

Babelfy. Babelfy is a novel graph-based approach to link text fragments
to BabelNet synsets [33]. BabelNet synsets identifies word senses and/or
named entities described in multiple languages and linked to Wikipedia ar-
ticles. Babelfy uses BabelNet 1.1.1 [37]. The main advantage of Babelfy is
a unified approach to solve the two tasks of Entity Linking and Word Sense
Disambiguation in any of the languages covered by the native multilingual
semantic network.

All the previously mentioned entity linking systems are on-line services.
They take a text description (the service label) as input, and return a set of
Wikipedia concepts that emerge from the input text. All those services allow
to configure some parameters in order to favor recall or precision. Given
the conciseness of the input text in our domain, we set those parameters for
improving the recall instead of precision. English-translated descriptions are
processed by using those tools in order to find Wikipedia entries that are rel-
evant to the input text. Wikipedia entries are used to generate two types of
representations: purely concept-based representations, such that every docu-
ment is represented by a vector of Wikipedia entries, and hybrid representa-
tions obtained by merging the keywords extracted from the service label with
the concept-based representations. Figure 2 shows the different annotations
generated by the systems for the service label Home schooling. The hybrid
representation adds to each annotation the keywords the label is composed
of. For example, in the case of tagme, the tagme+keyword representation
will be {Home Schooling, Homeschooling}.

We use three different metrics in our experiments: accuracy@n (a@n),
Mean Reciprocal Rank (mrr) [52], and Hit Rate. The a@n is calculated
considering only the first n retrieved services. If the correct service occurs
in the top-n resources, the service is marked as correctly retrieved. We
considered different values for n, with n = 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30. The second
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Table 2: Example of Wikipedia annotations generated by different systems for the
service label Home schooling

Approach Annotations
Wikipedia Miner [[Homeschooling|Home schooling]]

Tagme en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homeschooling
DBpedia Spotlight dbpedia.org/resource/Home_Schooling

Babelfy bn:00000356n, bn:00562314n, bn:00093341v
TR-ESA Home, School, Education, Family, [...]

metric (mrr) considers the rank of the correctly retrieved service and is
defined as follows:

MRR =

PN
i=1

1
ranki

N

, (3)

where ranki is the rank of the correctly retrieved service (servicei) in the
ranked list, and N is total number of services in the catalog. The higher the
position of the services correctly retrieved in the list is, the higher the mrr

value for a given representation is. The Hit Rate indicates the percentage
of services in the catalog for which the system is able to suggest the correct
link.

5.1.2. Results
Table 3 and Table 4 report results of accuracy@n, MRR and Hit Rate

for each language. As regards accuracy@n the best configurations are the
tr-esa-based ones for all n > 1. The more the number of retrieved ser-
vices is (i.e., n), the higher the gap with respect to the baseline is. When
tr-esa is compared to keyword-based configuration we observe an average
improvement of +21% for n = 10, +33% for n = 20, and +41% for n = 30.

tr-esa is the only representation that shows no improvements when
Wikipedia concepts are combined with keywords (i.e., tr-esa+keyword). This
is due to the fact that tr-esa generally outperforms the keyword-based
representation, thus adding keywords produces no benefits, as expected.

The worst performance is shown by Wikipedia Miner, followed by Tagme
and Babelfy. This is likely due to difficulties in detecting concepts in really
short text fragments. Indeed, those representations are really accurate when
they are able to identify Wikipedia concepts into the processed text. Differ-
ently from tr-esa, those representations improve their accuracy by merging
Wikipedia concepts with keywords, but they generally do not outperform
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the representation only based on keywords (except for dbpedia+keyword, and
babelfy+keyword, which show a slight improvement). In terms of mrr, the
representation with the best values is Wikipedia Miner followed by Babelfy,
and Tagme (which are the representations with the worst performance in
terms of a@n). However, since CroSeR is a retrieval system, and not, for
example, a question-answering engine (for which to have the correct answer
in the first position plays a crucial role), we prefer representations that ob-
tain a good accuracy with an acceptable mrr value. In this context, tr-esa

represents the best compromise between accuracy and ranking. Indeed, the
average rank of the correct service for the tr-esa representation is between
the fourth and the fifth position of the retrieved list14. Therefore, we
consider the results satisfying.

The best performance for Hit Rate is obtained by tr-esa-based config-
urations in every language. That is an interesting outcome since it demon-
strates that even though representations obtained with tr-esa are more
noisy than representations enriched with Tagme, Wikiminer, Babelfy, and
DBpedia Spotlight (as showed in Subsection 5.3), tr-esa leads to a vast im-
provement in terms of Hit Rate (up to +65%, +62% on average) with respect
to the baseline, yet maintaining satisfying levels of accuracy and ranking.

There are also differences in terms of minimum and maximum accu-
racy values (Table 5) among the different catalogs and representations (all
minimum values are obtained by a@1, and all maximum values by a@30).
The highest min value is obtained by tr-esa followed by the keyword
baseline. The highest max value is obtained by tr-esa, as well. How-
ever, in this case tr-esa is followed by tagme+keyword, dbpedia+keyword,
and wikiminer+keyword, and babelfy+keyword . All those representations
show a large gap with respect to the ’pure’ representation composed only
of Wikipedia concepts. We observe that the best and the worst results are
achieved with different languages. For example the highest value is achieved
on the Norwegian catalog (no) by tr-esa and this confirms the high accu-
racy of our methodology also with a language for which a poor Wikipedia
version is available. The lowest result is on the Swedish (sv) catalog by
Tagme. These differences may be explained on the ground of the different
performance shown by machine translation tools on different languages.

Results obtained in this in-vitro experiment suggest that tr-esa is the
most effective representation. In order to statistically validate these results,

14RR is 1 if the first relevant document is retrieved at rank 1, it is 0.5 if the first relevant
document is retrieved at rank 2 and so on.
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Table 3: Results for the Dutch, Belgian, and German languages. The highest values
are reported in bold.

Dutch

Configuration @1 @3 @5 @10 @20 @30 MRR Hit Rate
keyword 0.33 0.46 0.50 0.54 0.54 0.55 0.61 48.24%
tagme 0.12 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.64 16.47%

tagme+keyword 0.32 0.45 0.48 0.55 0.56 0.57 0.56 50.20%
wikiminer 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.75 9.41%

wikiminer+keyword 0.32 0.44 0.48 0.53 0.54 0.55 0.59 48.24%
tr-esa 0.31 0.48 0.54 0.62 0.69 0.72 0.38 72.55%

tr-esa+keyword 0.31 0.48 0.54 0.62 0.69 0.72 0.38 72.55%
dbpedia 0.18 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.70 22.75%

dbpedia+keyword 0.33 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.57 50.59%
babelfy 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.76 18.67%

babelfy+keyword 0.34 0.46 0.49 0.55 0.56 0.56 0.60 56.44%
Belgian

Configuration @1 @3 @5 @10 @20 @30 MRR Hit Rate
keyword 0.32 0.43 0.48 0.54 0.56 0.56 0.57 56.30%
tagme 0.09 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.65 14.37%

tagme+keyword 0.33 0.44 0.52 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.57 58.36%
wikiminer 0.11 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.77 14.96%

wikiminer+keyword 0.33 0.46 0.49 0.56 0.58 0.58 0.56 57.77%
tr-esa 0.33 0.48 0.53 0.61 0.68 0.71 0.39 84.16%

tr-esa+keyword 0.33 0.48 0.54 0.61 0.68 0.71 0.39 84.16%
dbpedia 0.20 0.25 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.70 29.03%

dbpedia+keyword 0.33 0.45 0.52 0.54 0.58 0.58 0.57 58.36%
babelfy 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.67 14.37%

babelfy+keyword 0.33 0.44 0.52 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.57 58.36%
German

Configuration @1 @3 @5 @10 @20 @30 MRR Hit Rate
keyword 0.24 0.40 0.47 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 49.47%
tagme 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.82 17.89%

tagme+keyword 0.26 0.41 0.47 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 51.05%
wikiminer 0.26 0.41 0.47 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.51 50.53%

wikiminer+keyword 0.22 0.34 0.40 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.51 50.53%
tr-esa 0.29 0.43 0.51 0.57 0.66 0.71 0.35 82.63%

tr-esa+keyword 0.29 0.43 0.51 0.57 0.66 0.71 0.35 82.63%
dbpedia 0.16 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.76 21.58%

dbpedia+keyword 0.27 0.43 0.49 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.53 52.11%
babelfy 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.82 21.66%

babelfy+keyword 0.26 0.41 0.47 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 51.05%20



Table 4: Results for the Norwegian, and Swedish languages and Average values of
accuracy@n, MRR, and Hit Rate. The highest values are reported in bold.

Norwegian

Configuration @1 @3 @5 @10 @20 @30 MRR Hit Rate
keyword 0.27 0.37 0.44 0.49 0.53 0.53 0.51 53.33%
tagme 0.12 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.67 18.18%

tagme+keyword 0.27 0.41 0.48 0.52 0.56 0.56 0.48 56.36%
wikiminer 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.78 13.94%

wikiminer+keyword 0.29 0.39 0.46 0.50 0.55 0.55 0.53 55.15%
tr-esa 0.26 0.41 0.49 0.59 0.72 0.78 0.30 88.48%

tr-esa+keyword 0.26 0.41 0.49 0.59 0.72 0.78 0.30 88.48%
dbpedia 0.16 0.22 0.23 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.63 26.06%

dbpedia+keyword 0.29 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.55 0.55 0.52 55.15%
babelfy 0.12 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.67 18.18%

babelfy+keyword 0.27 0.41 0.48 0.51 0.55 0.55 0.50 55.15%
Swedish

Configuration @1 @3 @5 @10 @20 @30 MRR Hit Rate
keyword 0.18 0.27 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.55 33.33%
tagme 0.09 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.60 15.15%

tagme+keyword 0.20 0.30 0.33 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.57 34.85%
wikiminer 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 1,00 10.61%

wikiminer+keyword 0.17 0.27 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.50 33.33%
tr-esa 0.24 0.32 0.36 0.47 0.56 0.59 0.39 62.12%

tr-esa+keyword 0.24 0.32 0.36 0.47 0.56 0.59 0.39 62.12%
dbpedia 0.09 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.46 19.70%

dbpedia+keyword 0.21 0.30 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.64 33.33%
babelfy 0.09 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.60 15.15%

babelfy+keyword 0.20 0.32 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.57 34.85%
Average values

Configuration @1 @3 @5 @10 @20 @30 MRR Hit Rate
keyword (baseline) 0.27 0.39 0.44 0.48 0.49 0.49 0.54 49.42%

tagme 0.11 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.68 16.85%
tagme+keyword 0.28 0.40 0.46 0.50 0.51 0.52 0.54 51.50%

wikiminer 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.81 13.09%
wikiminer+keyword 0.27 0.39 0.44 0.48 0.50 0.50 0.54 50.29%

tr-esa 0.29 0.42 0.49 0.57 0.66 0.70 0.36 79.92%
tr-esa+keyword 0.29 0.42 0.49 0.57 0.66 0.70 0.36 79.92%

dbpedia 0.16 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.65 24.43%
dbpedia+keyword 0.29 0.41 0.46 0.49 0.51 0.51 0.56 51.26%

babelfy 0.12 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.71 17.61%
babelfy+keyword 0.28 0.41 0.46 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.55 51.17%21



Table 5: Minimum and Maximum accuracy@n values for each representation

Representation MIN Lang MAX Lang
keyword 0.18 SV 0.56 BE
tagme 0.09 SV 0.19 NL

tagme+keyword 0.20 SV 0.58 BE
wikiminer 0.08 NL 0.15 BE

wikiminer+keyword 0.17 SV 0.58 BE
tr-esa 0.29 DE 0.78 NO

tr-esa+keyword 0.29 DE 0.78 NO
dbpedia 0.09 SV 0.29 BE

dbpedia+keyword 0.21 SV 0.58 BE
babelfy 0.09 SV 0.19 NL

babelfy+keyword 0.20 SV 0.58 BE

we compared the keyword-based representation with tr-esa for each catalog.
Table 6 reports levels of significance obtained by performing the Wilcoxon
Matched Pairs Test. More specifically, the number reported in each cell
shows the statistic significance (p-value) of the differences in a@n (for each
n value) between keywords and tr-esa. Empty cells show no statistically
significant differences. We can observe that, for the Belgian catalog (which
is also the richest one), the improvement of tr-esa is statistically significant
for each value of n. Conversely, other catalogs show statistically significant
differences from n = 10 onwards. These results can be considered satisfying,
since a set of 10 resources is quite small with respect to the whole lgsl

catalog composed of more than 1, 400 services (Google, for example, shows
10 resources in its first page of search results).

Table 6: Results of the Wilcoxon test used to compare Keyword-based representation
with tr-esa-based one

Catalog a@1 a@3 a@5 a@10 a@20 a@30
Dutch 0.01 0.01 0.01
Belgian 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
German 0.01 0.01 0.01

Norwegian 0.01 0.01 0.01
Swedish 0.01 0.01 0.01
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5.2. Session 2: in-vivo experiment
The goal of the in-vivo experiment was twofold: 1) to assess whether

results of the in-vitro experiment are confirmed; 2) to evaluate the effective-
ness of CroSeR in suggesting candidate services also for relations different
from owl:sameAs.

5.2.1. Design and dataset
We asked 15 domain experts, who were previously involved in the smart

project, to link ipas to lgsl by using CroSeR. These users formerly con-
tributed to the definition of the Italian service catalog, thus they were fa-
miliar with the services to link. Their background is specifically focused on
e-Government and pa service delivery and they have mid-level skill in com-
puter science (final users of several software applications). For each ipas

service we extracted, translated and represented its textual label in terms
of Wikipedia concepts by using tr-esa (the representation that performed
best in the in-vitro evaluation).

A set of 50 services from ipas was randomly assigned to each regis-
tered user. In addition, each user was provided with the following instruc-
tions/guidelines:

- register to the system and log in;
- select the Italian service catalog;
- select the full list of candidate services;
- select one of the 50 services from the source service catalog ( ipas);
- evaluate the list of candidate services;
- if the label of a candidate service is not clear, then click on the uri

to get more details from the esd website;
- after identifying the correct candidate service, choose one of the fol-

lowing relations: narrower (skos:narrowMatch) - the candidate service in
lgsl is more specific than the Italian (source) service; broader (skos:broadMatch)
- the candidate service in lgsl is more generic than the Italian (source) ser-
vice; sameAs (owl:sameAs) - the candidate service in lgsl is equivalent to
the Italian (source) service;

- select another service from the Italian list until all 50 source services
have been evaluated.

For each established link, we track the position of the matched service
in the ranked list returned by CroSeR. In the case the correct service is not
located in the first 40 positions of the list of candidate services, we suggest
to the users that they can use the full-text search implemented by CroSeR to
avoid scrolling very large lists. In this case, users can retrieve even candidate
services that are hidden in faraway positions. Finally, a source service could
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have a relation with one or more candidate services, but we suggested to
define the relation with the first correctly found service. We decided to
adopt this simplification in order to avoid cognitive overload to the users
and reassure them that, establishing at most one (correct) link for each
source service, was sufficient in relation to the experiment goals.

To evaluate CroSeR, we report several details about the experiment and
we evaluate the accuracy of the link recommendations by computing two
metrics used for the in-vitro evaluation, i.e., accuracy@n (a@n) and Mean
Reciprocal Rank (mrr), against the links established by human experts.

5.2.2. Results
Some statistics about the user study are reported in Table 7. The total

number of services in the Italian catalog ipas that were evaluated by users
is 750. Users succeeded to link 452 of them to lgsl. The distribution of
the defined relations is the following: 77 are of type skos:narrowMatch, 301
are of type skos:broadMatch, and 74 are of type owl:sameAs. This partition
confirms our hypothesis that resources may identify objects described at
different levels of abstraction. The problem of linking resources that describe
similar objects at different levels of abstraction may be particularly relevant
in a cross-lingual context, where socio-cultural differences are mirrored by
linguistic constructs.

Finally, we evaluated the usage of full-text search for defining a relation.
Specifically, full-text search was a suggestion given to users during the ex-
periment, namely to use the full-text search if the correct candidate service
did not appear in the first 40 positions of the ranked list. For example, a link
to a candidate service that was ranked in the 200th position is considered
retrieved by the full-text search. Only 25 relations (⇠ 5, 5% of the total
number) were defined by using the full-text search, showing the effectiveness
of the ranked list generated by CroSeR.

Table 7: Statistics about the in-vivo experiment

# source services evaluated from IPAS 750
# total established links 452
# narrower links 77
# broader links 301
# sameAs links 74
# links defined by full-text search 25

We compared the results obtained in the user study to the results ob-
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tained in the in-vitro evaluation with the lgsl gold standard and using tr-

esa. Links between services in the lgsl gold standard are only represented
in terms of owl:sameAs relations, as above mentioned, and are established
by human experts of corresponding local governments.

Table 8: Comparison of accuracy@n between in-vitro and in-vivo experiments

Catalog a@1 a@3 a@5 a@10 a@20 a@30
Italian (broader) 0.196 0.419 0.485 0.665 0.794 0.847
Italian (narrower) 0.351 0.520 0.610 0.779 0.844 0.909
Italian (sameas) 0.230 0.392 0.541 0.689 0.824 0.919

Dutch 0.311 0.480 0.538 0.622 0.689 0.716
Belgium 0.326 0.478 0.534 0.613 0.677 0.707
German 0.326 0.478 0.534 0.613 0.677 0.707

Norwegian 0.261 0.406 0.491 0.588 0.715 0.782
Swedish 0.242 0.318 0.364 0.470 0.561 0.591

The values of accuracy@n are reported in Table 8. Generally speaking,
the best results for all values of n are obtained in the in-vivo experiment
on the Italian catalog. More specifically, best accuracy has been obtained
for the narrower link on the Italian catalog. For the sameAs relation on
the Italian catalog, the greater the n value is, the greater the gap is with
respect to the other catalogs. The broader link obtains good results in terms
of a@n. Also in this case, accuracy is high for n >= 20. Better results
on matching narrower relations, compared to broader ones, is likely due to
different levels of abstraction of ipas services with respect to lgsl ones.
Indeed, the different level of abstraction between the source service and
target service conditions also the type of relation to be established.

Therefore, one of the main outcomes of the in-vivo evaluation is that
CroSeR guarantees that ⇠ 84% (a@30=0.8472) of the correct services are
in the first 30 positions, even in the worst cases. This is a good result with
respect to the size of lgsl, which consists of 1,435 distinct services. As a
consequence, user efforts are drastically reduced by using CroSeR.

The second analysis ocused on the capability of CroSeR to boost relevant
services in the first positions of the ranked list of candidate services. Results
in terms of mrr for each representation are reported in Table 9. The highest
mrr scores are obtained in the in-vivo experiment, for every considered link
relation, with the best mrr value being equal to 0.483 for narrower link.
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Table 9: mrr values for each catalog

Catalog MRR
Italian (narrower) 0.483
Italian (broader) 0.348
Italian (sameas) 0.370

Dutch 0.311
Belgian 0.326
German 0.289

Norwegian 0.261
Swedish 0.242

5.3. Discussion

We carried out two distinct experimental sessions: an in-vitro evaluation
and an in-vivo experiment with real users. The in-vivo experiment confirmed
and consolidated the results obtained by the in-vitro evaluation. The in-vivo
experiment showed that the tr-esa-based matching function implemented
in CroSeR can effectively reduce the effort required to human experts to
perform their cross-lingual data linking task. The application has helped
users to discover links between an Italian e-gov service catalog and the En-
glish lgsl catalog, in a scenario where the only other alternative would have
been to explore the whole lgsl.

As opposed to other Wikipedia-based representations obtained by means
of entity linking tools (i.e., Tagme, Wikipedia Miner, and DBpedia Spot-
light), tr-esa is able to generate semantic representations for a very large
set of services. Furthermore, CroSeR helped the users discover services that
a full-text search could not find, effectively addressing the coverage problem.
As an example, the Italian service Rilascio certificato di usabilità dei sepolcri
(machine translated into English as Issuing certificate of usability of graves)
shares no keywords with other related services in the lgsl. Nevertheless,
CroSeR was able to suggest the service Cemeteries and crematoria in the
31st position, which surely has strong semantic correlation with the source
service, despite the fact that it shares no keywords with it. Even though the
service does not have a high rank, without CroSeR the user would hardly
had success in linking the source service unless she had surfed the whole
lgsl. Other similar examples of non trivial matches found by CroSeR are:
Postal license linked (broader) to Rilascio francobolli (machine translated as
Stamp release), which consists in the capability of a postal office (or simi-
lar offices/shops) to sell stamps, and ranked in the 2nd position; Litigation
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support linked (narrower) to Arbitrati e conciliazioni (translated as Arbi-
trations and conciliations), which represents means for solving litigations,
and ranked in the 1st position; Economic information and analysis linked to
Consultazione studi di mercato (translated as Consulting market research),
which represents a service that supplies market studies, and ranked in the
19th position, and so on.

However, we also noticed that the feature generation process based on
tr-esa frequently introduces considerable noise in the textual descriptions.
Specifically, some Wikipedia articles were introduced as new features, even
though they are not properly related to the service label. Nevertheless, when
a textual description is very short, and possibly inaccurate, tr-esa-based
feature generation may still find a matching. Indeed, in our model, it is
sufficient that two descriptions of semantically related resources share just a
Wikipedia concept to obtain a non zero matching score, even if they share no
keywords. For this reason we believe that our approach is very valuable for
linking poorly described resources. As an example, we consider the service
Disdetta abbonamento RAI (machine translated as Subscription cancella-
tion RAI ), where RAI is the Italian national public broadcasting company.
tr-esa generates some noisy concepts like aishwarya_rai, chiang_rai_city,
gilles_de_rais, chiang_rai_province, but generates also some features that
are related to the television domain (rai_1, rai_2, rai_3, silvio_berlusconi,
television) and that are exploited when matching the service with the lgsl

service Domestic TV and radio license, which does not share any keywords
with the translated Italian service label.

Concerning the 298 services for which users could not find any lgsl

service to link, we guess that in most cases there were no services eligible
for a relation. However, we found that, for few services, matching failed
because tr-esa provides limited support for expanding acronyms. Indeed,
acronyms are processed only if they occur as terms in the esa-matrix, which
can happen for some acronym (see, e.g., the previous example with RAI ),
but not for many of them. For example, the service Pagamento COSAP,
where COSAP is an Italian acronym that means Canone per l’Occupazione
di Spazi ed Aree Pubbliche (translated in English as Public space usage fee)
should have the service Commercial use of municipal land as a candidate
for a narrower relation. However, if the acronym is not expanded, tr-esa

cannot return any match.
Now we can answer to the research questions formulated in Section 1:

1. R1: Is it possible to combine in a unique approach the capability to
deal with several languages in a scalable way with the capability to
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enrich input descriptions so as to solve the coverage problem?
Yes. tr-esa demonstrated to be effective in dealing with different
languages even when resource descriptions are short.

2. R2: Is it possible to improve the coverage of a cross-lingual matching
function without penalizing performance in terms of ranking quality?
Yes. tr-esa demonstrated to be the approach achieving best cover-
age. Nonetheless, its accuracy is comparable and often better than
other approaches based on entity-linking algorithms that show higher
precision.

3. R3: Is a coverage-oriented matching function able to solve a real-world
cross-lingual data linking task?
Yes. The integration of tr-esa in CroSeR demonstrated to be effec-
tive in suggesting not only owl:sameAs relations, but also skos:narrowMatch
and skos:broadMatch relations.

6. Related Work

To better scope the problem addressed in this paper, we report the dis-
tinction between multi-language information access (mlia) and cross-lingual
information access (clia) proposed in the literature. mlia is the problem
of accessing, querying and retrieving information from collections in any
language and at any level of specificity [44]. In this sense, mlia subsumes
clia, which is the problem of accessing a data collection in a target lan-
guage L

0 by using a source language L, where L 6= L

0. These definitions can
be specialized for multi-language and cross-lingual retrieval, data linking, or
matching.

Cross-lingual information retrieval is the problem of finding a set of doc-
uments lexicalized in one language that are most relevant to a query lexical-
ized in a different language [50]. Data linking is the problem of establishing
semantic links, i.e., relations associated with a shared semantics, between
resources, (usually) ontology instances, described in different data sources
(e.g., two places, two movies, two job titles, and so on) [39].

We proposed a cross-lingual matching function for short textual descrip-
tions and an interactive data linking method that uses this function to sup-
port users in establishing links between resources. The matching function
considers only textual descriptions, which can be assimilated to documents.
Thus, our approach is largely inspired by cross-lingual information retrieval,
which is the first research field we will compare our work with in subsection
6.1. Afterwards, we compare our work to related work in the emerging field
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of cross-lingual data linking in subsection 6.2 [36, 26, 27]. Ontology match-
ing [48] is another problem that can be also related to data linking, and
thus can turn out to be relevant for comparison (subsection 6.3). However,
ontologies have key features that play an important role in matching such as
concepts related in a subconcept graph, which are not usually considered in
data linking and in our work. Entity linking is known as the problem of link-
ing mentions of named entities occurring in text to a resource described in a
knowledge base [33]. We will compare our work to work done in the field of
cross-lingual entity linking in subsection 6.4, despite significant differences
exist between this problem and the one addressed in our paper. Finally,
the cross-lingual matching problem has been recently investigated also for
addressing other tasks such as content-based recommendation [34].

This paper extends the work presented in [35, 36? ] along several
dimensions. First, we formalize and define the tr-esa approach as a general
matching method that can be exploited in different domains and scenarios.
Second, we present an implemented system that allows users to perform their
data linking task using two new relations in addition to sameAs, which was
the only relation considered in the previous paper. The adoption of three
relations to establish links between real-world objects described at different
levels of abstraction can be useful also in other scenarios and may limit the
abuse of the sameAs relation, as discussed in [17]. Third, in this paper
we significantly extend the evaluation by quantifying coverage, reporting
detailed results for every language, adding a better qualitative analysis of the
results in the in-vitro experiment, describing a new in-vivo experiment with
domain experts and a new language. The latter experiment is crucial to show
that a coverage-oriented matching function like tr-esa can be incorporated
in an interactive tool to support users in solving a real-world data linking
problem. Finally, this experiment provided additional evidence to support
the hypothesis that tr-esa can be easily adapted to handle new languages.

6.1. Cross-lingual Information Retrieval

From the point of view of information retrieval, in this paper we presented
a method for the cross-lingual retrieval of a list of relevant documents in a
language L, given a query formulated in a language L

0 (L0 6= L), with query
and documents represented by short textual content.

There is an abundance of literature on cross-lingual Information Retrieval
(clir). Two main categories of approaches can be identified: text-based [19,
40, 53] and concept-based [45, 25, 50] approaches. In text-based approaches,
documents are retrieved (or compared) using a common word space after
that a preliminary translation step is applied to queries or documents to
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bridge the language gap. Thus, we refer to these approaches as translation-
based approaches. In concept-based approaches, documents are retrieved (or
compared) using a common concept space to represent their content. The
retrieval model presented in our paper, i.e, tr-esa, can be defined as a hybrid
approach because it uses a concept space for representing the documents but
after applying machine translation to bridge the language gap.

McCarley [29] demonstrated that retrieval effectiveness is more influenced
by the translation direction (e.g., Italian-to-English, English-to-Italian) than
the translation element (queries vs. documents). This result demonstrates
that a crucial role is played by the translation process. In the meanwhile, ma-
chine translation algorithms have dramatically improved their performance.
Statistical Machine Translation algorithms demonstrated to be more effec-
tive at large scale than other approaches (e.g., rule-based) [41] and are now
adopted in the most popular machine translation tools (e.g., Google Trans-
late15, Microsoft Translator16). Some approaches have also proposed to use
a pivot language [47] for obtaining a common document representation. In
that case, a direct translation from the source language to the target one is
not performed, but the two languages are represented in a third common lan-
guage (e.g., English). Translation-based approaches have the advantage that
they can handle the large number of languages covered by machine trans-
lation with limited adaptation effort (although at varying levels of quality
depending on the languages).

Concept-based approaches adopt implicit or explicit concept models. The
most prominent implementations of implicit concept models are Latent Se-
mantic Indexing (lsi) [6] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (lda) [3]. Both
lsi and lda perform a dimensionality reduction of the word space, where
the reduced dimensions are the implicit concepts used for indexing new doc-
uments. lsi and lda can be exploited to face cross-lingual retrieval tasks
by representing documents lexicalized in different languages in a shared con-
cept space [28]. On the other side, some approaches that use explicit concept
models in clir use a cross-lingual adaptation of the Explicit Semantic Anal-
ysis (esa) model, named Cross-Language esa (cl-esa) by its creators [50]17.
As discussed in details in Section 2.2, in cl-esa documents are represented
using a concept-based vector space. As in tr-esa, i.e., the esa model used

15https://translate.google.com/
16http://www.microsoft.com/translator/
17A model equivalent to cl-esa was also introduced by another approach to clir [45].

However, in this paper we use the more systematic presentation of cl-esa found in [50]
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in our approach, text fragments (queries and documents) are represented
using semantic concepts defined by Wikipedia articles. The idea proposed
by cl-esa is to represent a text fragment in terms of Wikipedia concepts
(as the esa model already does) in its native language and then to switch
from one language to another by using cross-lingual links between Wikipedia
articles.

In our work, we introduced a TRanslation-based version of esa (tr-esa)
that combines translation-based and concept-based approaches by using esa

to extract Wikipedia-based representations of textual descriptions. Thus,
differently from other translation-based approaches that use word vectors,
our method uses a concept-based vector space for document representation.
In our experiments we have shown that, when documents are very short, tr-

esa outperforms approaches that use plain word vectors. On the contrary,
differently from cl-esa, we first translate descriptions in different languages
in a pivot language (i.e., English), and then we apply esa. Our method has
the advantage that can handle textual descriptions in many languages much
easier. In fact, we need to conduct the effort-intensive task of processing the
Wikipedia corpus only for one language. Instead, cl-esa requires that the
Wikipedia corpus in every language that has to be semantically analyzed
is processed. Furthermore, our approach overcomes the problem related to
the heterogeneity of different versions of Wikipedia. Indeed, the experi-
mental evaluation on cl-esa by Sorg et al. was carried out on four different
languages (i.e., English, German, French and Spanish) whose Wikipedia ver-
sions are quite accurate (i.e., English ⇠ 5, 000, 000 pages, German, French,
Spanish more than 1, 000, 000 pages). Conversely, in our work, we handled
also languages with limited coverage in Wikipedia. For example, the Nor-
wegian Wikipedia counts only ⇠ 400, 000 pages18. An English Wikipedia
concept that is not linked to any concept in the Norwegian Wikipedia rep-
resents only noise in document representations. The idea of introducing, in
tr-esa, a machine translation step before the esa feature generation pro-
cess revealed to be useful to extend the esa benefits also to languages that
have little coverage in Wikipedia (despite potential errors in the translation
process).

6.2. Cross-lingual Data Linking

Data linking, frequently called also link discovery, is a task devoted to
establish semantic links between resources in Knowledge Bases (kbs). Since

18https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
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resources in a kb are represented as ontology instances and automatic ap-
proaches to data linking focus on sameAs links, i.e., links that tell us that two
resources denote the same real world object, data linking can be assimilated
to the task of instance matching in the ontology matching literature19.

The problem of supporting data linking among resources lexicalized in
different languages has received little interest20. In the NTCIR cross-lingual
link discovery task, hyperlinks (not semantic links) have to be found be-
tween text fragments in documents and other relevant documents. However,
it is worth mentioning that the cl-esa model has been used for this task
in a work that we have cited in the subsection about cross-lingual docu-
ment retrieval [25]. Only two other approaches to this problem have been
proposed so far [26, 27]. In both approaches, experimented in interlinking
rdf data in English and Chinese, each resource is represented by a virtual
document built by collecting every literal associated with this resource by a
property path of maximum length equal to two. In [2] a system that uses
semantic data for cross-lingual linking of news article clusters is proposed.
The approach is mainly based on the identification of named entities into
the news. The experimental results demonstrate that taking into account
the semantic aspect of news increases performance and improves linking. In
the news domain there is another work that compares different cross-lingual
document similarity measures based on Wikipedia to establish link connec-
tions of articles in different languages [46]. Also this work is mainly based
on the identification of named entities in the articles by annotating the en-
tity with the corresponding Wikipedia page. However, in our experimental
evaluations we demonstrated that those approaches are not sufficiently effec-
tive with short textual descriptions. Finally, in [54], the authors investigate
the problem of linking information between different usages of the same lan-
guages, e.g. colloquial and formal idioms or the language of consumers versus
the language of sellers. Hence, in this work the cross-lingual linking prob-
lem is specifically a cross-idiomatic linking task. The adopted approach is
similar to that proposed in this paper: an information retrieval framework
where a Web element si considered a query and other Web elements, from
the target environment, are documents ranked according to the relevance
query. This work compares three different LDA-based models. However,

19We remark that in every experiment discussed in this paper resources are represented
as ontology instances of class Service.

20This problem should not be confused with the cross-lingual link discovery task ad-
dressed in the NTCIR conference [51]
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since LDA models are statistical models that reduce the dimensionality of
the document representation, they require large corpora.

The main contribution of our work to the emerging field of cross-lingual
data linking is twofold. On the one hand, we present a concept-based cross-
lingual matching function for short textual descriptions that can be incor-
porated in link specifications and that can be easily applied to a very large
number of languages with minor configuration effort. We experimented our
matching function with six languages other than English. The matching
function of tr-esa is a bounded similarity measure, which makes it easy to
combine it with other measures. e.g., in linear weighted combinations [39].
While tr-esa uses a concept-based vector space, methods proposed in pre-
vious work use a word-based vector space. When rich virtual documents can
be collected for the resources, the word-based vector space model may be
sufficient to compare different entities. Conversely, when only short textual
descriptions are available for comparison, our experiments show that the fea-
ture generation process enabled by tr-esa yields to better performance than
the comparison of plain word-based representations. On the other hand, we
propose a tool-supported methodology for data linking, which can be ap-
plied when only little evidence can be used for link discovery (only short
textual descriptions, in our case), thus making it difficult to automatically
decide whether linking or not. Our experiments with users show that, de-
spite the difficulty of the task, the recommendation of potential links is
effective to support users in linking their data. In addition, these experi-
ments help us find out that relations other than sameAs can be considered
when linking ontology instances. Instances can represent objects at different
granularity levels [24], which convinced us to consider skos:broadMatch and
skos:narrowMatch links. As a matter of fact, the problem of misused sameAs
links in the semantic Web has been discussed also in previous work [17].

6.3. Cross-lingual Ontology Matching
Several other ontology matching problems have been investigated so far,

including cross-lingual ontology matching, in addition to instance matching.
Sometimes it may be difficult to decide what should be represented as an on-
tology concept or as an ontology instances on purely theoretical basis, and
this choice is motivated by application requirements or data management
concerns. However, ontology concepts are expected to be organized in hier-
archies or subconcept graphs. Remarkably, the graph-based structure of an
ontology is one of the key assets considered for matching ontology concepts
or properties [48], i.e., schema-level ontology matching (in the following, we
use ontology matching to refer solely to schema-level ontology matching).
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A benchmark to evaluate cross-lingual ontology matching has been pro-
posed in the context of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (oaei),
with the aim of comparing ontology matching systems on shared and pre-
cisely defined test cases. The test cases used to evaluate cross-lingual on-
tology matching (Multifarm dataset21) are based on a subset of the Con-
ference dataset (a collection of ontologies describing the domain of confer-
ence organization) translated into eight different languages (Chinese, Czech,
Dutch, French, German, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish) and the corre-
sponding alignments between these ontologies. During the oaei 2014 edi-
tion [10] only three systems [11, 23, 9] out of nine implemented a specific
cross-lingual approach combined with structural-based matching strategies
for the cross-lingual test case. All systems implementing cross-lingual tech-
niques were based on machine translation tools and outperformed the other
language-agnostic methods. Therefore, also for this task, the translation
process demonstrated to be a key solution to improve the accuracy of the
proposed systems. A recent paper has further investigated the effectiveness
of machine translations for cross-lingual ontology matching at large scale, us-
ing Google Translate and BabelNet as translation resources [21]. The work
presented in this paper cannot be considered a full-fledged cross-lingual on-
tology matching system because we consider only lexical matching between
textual descriptions. If we cannot compare the performance of our matching
method to the performance of these systems on the Multifarm dataset, we
can discuss potential advantages and disadvantages of tr-esa as a lexical
matching method in the field of cross-lingual ontology matching. cider-

cl [15] is a cross-lingual ontology matching system that adopts cl-esa as
a lexical matching method (for a detailed comparison between cl-esa and
tr-esa we refer to Section 6.1). cider-cl obtains good results, but only
on a limited number of matching tasks. In particular, the system could
not run the matching tasks that use languages not covered by cl-esa, thus
suggesting that applying cl-esa to a large number of languages requires a
significant amount of effort. Two approaches search in the web [43] or in
Wikipedia [22] for documents related to a concept label. The results are
merged in a virtual document for comparison in a word-based vector space.
In the first approach queries to the search engine are translated into a pivot
language [43]. In the second approach, links between articles in localized
Wikipedia versions are used to bridge the language gap [22] (similarly as in
cl-esa). Finally, a purely lexical method has been recently proposed for the

21http://www.irit.fr/recherches/MELODI/multifarm/
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cross-lingual matching of lexical ontologies [20]; however, this method lever-
ages the simultaneous translation of different synonyms associated with the
ontology concepts to be matched, which are not available in several ontology
matching tasks.

6.4. Cross-lingual Entity Linking

The problem of cross-lingual entity linking (el) is related to, but also
quite different from, the problem addressed in our work. Both problems
require cross-lingual matching methods, and our work focuses on textual
information. However, in el the text fragment that has to be linked to a
named entity is surrounded by additional text, which is used as context to
support disambiguation in the linking task [33]. In our case, each textual
description that has to be linked to a resource in a kb is the description of the
resource itself. In other terms, we do not have additional text surrounding
the portion of text that we use in the matching process.

However, in our experiments we also used state-of-the-art tools to link
named entities to Wikipedia concepts, i.e. WikiMiner [32] and Tagme [13],
or DBpedia entities, i.e., DBpedia Spotlight [30]. Since these tools are mono-
language or cover only few languages, we run these tools on textual descrip-
tions in English returned by a machine translation tool. We show in our
experiments that these methods are outperformed by our method, which
makes use of tr-esa to provide enriched representations of the resources.

Some native cross-lingual el approaches have also been proposed. An ap-
proach analyzes and refines cross-lingual entity linking by using two methods,
one based on the co-occurrence of entity mentions and one based on topic
coherence [4]. This approach makes use of significant contextual informa-
tion extracted from text to improve linking. Furthermore, the approach is
supervised, while our tr-esa-based method is unsupervised.

Babelfy is a method to jointly perform word sense disambiguation and
el [33]. The method is amenable to cross-lingual el because it uses the
BabelNet lexicon [38], which provides resource descriptions lexicalized in
several languages. Since Babelfy uses the relations available in BabelNet as
well as the coherence among several mentions in a text fragment to improve
the el task, we cannot apply the matching techniques used in Babelfy in
our structureless matching scenario. Thus, the only option would be to use
Babelfy to enrich the resource descriptions as we did in our experiments
with other el tools. We used Babelfy in our experiments and the difficulty
of extracting entities from short descriptions look like a structural problem
of any el tool that we used in our experiments.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented a cross-lingual link discovery approach based
on an effective method to match short textual descriptions written in differ-
ent languages. Our matching method is based on the definition of tr-esa,
a translation-based version of the Explicit Semantic Analysis that performs
a machine translation of the input text and generates a Wikipedia-based
representations for it. This matching method is used to recommend poten-
tial cross-lingual links to users of a web application by reducing their effort
in completing difficult linking tasks, which require human intervention. To
evaluate the approach we implemented a link discovery ir system named
CroSeR and we carried out two experiments: an in-vitro experiment on five
different languages and datasets, with several alternative approaches, and
an in-vivo experiment on a sixth anguage involving 15 domain experts. Re-
sults of the two experiments are coherent and show the effectiveness of our
approach in terms of coverage, accuracy, and ranking. Even though some
of the languages used in the experiments have words in common (e.g. Ger-
man and Dutch), the service descriptions from a language to another vary
consistently. Furthermore, we investigated the performance also with lan-
guages very different from English, such as Italian22. Also in this case, the
system achieves very good performance. This observation makes our results
fairly generalizable. Indeed, our approach can be straightforwardly extended
to any other language (even with poor Wikipedia version) by plugging the
respective machine translation service in, although the accuracy of the rec-
ommendations may be affected by the quality of the translations. Further-
more, our matching method can be applied to any domain covered by the
Wikipedia encyclopedic corpus, and it can be used as a recall-oriented cross-
lingual matching method in contexts where only poor textual descriptions
are available. It could be also combined with other matching methods, as it
is often the case for individual matching functions.

As a future work we plan to analyze tr-esa when different translation
services are exploited, in order to determine whether differences performance
are due to translation quality or to properties of specific languages. We also
plan to develop another service based on the matching function described
in this paper and currently implemented at a very preliminary stage, which
retrieves candidate resources upon a query formulated in the native natural
language of the user.

22Italian belongs to the Romance language family, whereas English, Dutch, German
belong to the Germanic language family.
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In relation to our cross-lingual interactive data linking approach, we want
to incorporate methods that leverage links incrementally established by users
to optimize the matching function in a pay-as-you-go fashion. We plan to
adapt approaches proposed in the ontology matching and entity linking fields,
which collect the feedback from individual or groups of users [7, 5].

To improve cross-lingual data linking for service descriptions, we plan to
investigate methods to enrich the descriptions available in both source and
target languages. In particular, we plan to implement an acronym expan-
sion method that can be useful to resolve semantic mismatches that are not
addressed by our matching method.
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